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Mr. Lookbad always discriminates Mr. Tattoo.

Whenever he is pointed out about his mistake, Mr. Lookbad gets furious at once.

Mr. Tattoo is not like a person you think...

Are you saying that I am evil?
Maybe Mr. Lookbad is subconsciously being worried to be judged as evil.
What would happen if Mr. Lookbad who has such a short temper were physically, economically and socially very strong?

I have the authority, the money and the weapon. I'm also physically strong. I'm invincible!
Hey Seagood, am I wrong?

No, no! You are always right!
Nobody dare to express his/her opinion towards Mr. Lookbad, who is extremely strong and violent, even the most affected person, Mr. Tattoo himself.
In most cases, it is usually better to endure discrimination and leave it as it is, rather than to face the violent anger.

In due course, if nobody advises Mr. Lookbad about his misunderstanding, his misperception / discrimination may last for a long, long time.
Maybe until a strange person appears, who dare to commit a fight to lose.
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